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Outline

CERN/3092/RA/Rev., Proposal for a revised procedural framework for the
European Strategy for Particle Physics, approved by CERN’s Council in March 2014:
“… since the Director-General has the mandate to execute all the Council’s decisions,
it follows that the Director-General should also be responsible for the implementation of
the European Strategy for Particle Physics.”

 Tools to monitor the implementation of the European Strategy
for Particle Physics (ESPP)
 Reminder of the ESPP 2013 “recommendations”
 Status of implementation
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Tools to monitor the ESPP implementation
CERN’s Medium-Term Plan
Rolling 5-year plan approved by Council in June of each year together with the yearly budget
 allows regular assessment of compliance of CERN’s scientific and financial strategy with ESPP
recommendations.

Laboratory Directors Group (LDG)
Directors of major European Laboratories: CERN, CIEMAT, DESY, IRFU-Saclay, LAL-Orsay,
NIKHEF, LNF-Frascati, LNGS-Gran Sasso, PSI, STFC-RAL.
LDG members are members of European Strategy Group, Chair is member of Strategy Secretariat.
LDG meets ~ twice/year  discuss implementation of ESPP in the laboratories and issues of
common interest (e.g. a Muon Collider WG was set up Sept 2017 to provide input to the current ESPP).
Forum for general coordination among European labs in the field (e.g. for joint applications to EU funding).
 See talk by P. Campana.

RECFA visits to countries (~3 visits/year)
Opportunities to review status of the field and ESPP implementation in the countries, and help the
community with recommendations on issues of concern. RECFA Chair is member of Strategy Secretariat.

ICFA meetings
Discuss regional strategies (ESPP, US P5, etc.) and their implementation in wider worldwide context,
promoting coherence of efforts. ICFA panels (Instrumentation, Neutrinos, Advanced and Novel
Accelerators, etc.) give opportunities to discuss some of ESPP recommendations in the global context.

FALC = Funding Agencies for Large Colliders
Informal forum to discuss future accelerator projects among major FA worldwide
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Classification of the ESPP 2013 “recommendations”

2013 update of ESPP provided 17 “recommendations”:

2:
4:
5:
3:
3:

General issues
High-priority large-scale scientific projects
Other essential scientific activities
Organisational issues

Wider impact on society

In the following: brief overview of the implementation
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General issues (1,2)
a) The success of the LHC is proof of effectiveness of the European organisational model for
particle physics, founded on the sustained long-term commitment of the CERN Member States
and of the national institutes, laboratories and universities closely collaborating with CERN.
Europe should preserve this model in order to keep its leading role, sustaining the success
of particle physics and the benefits it brings to the wider society.
Strong commitment of CERN’s Member States and Associate Member States continued
over the past years, as well as very successful collaborations with institutes, laboratories
and universities.
Note: very successful “CERN model” praised by other disciplines.

b) The scale of the facilities required by particle physics is resulting in the globalisation of the
field. The European Strategy takes into account the worldwide particle physics landscape
and developments in related fields and should continue to do so.
Representatives of Americas and Asia are members of the PPG (2 per region this time)
Strong involvement of Europe and CERN in projects outside Europe and strong contributions
of non-Member States to projects in Europe (e.g. US contribution to High-Luminosity LHC)
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High-priority large-scale scientific projects (1)
c) Europe’s top priority should be the exploitation of the full potential of the LHC,
including the high-luminosity upgrade of the machine and detectors with a view to
collecting ten times more data than in the initial design, by around 2030. This upgrade
programme will also provide further exciting opportunities for the study of flavour
physics and the quark-gluon plasma.
Run 2 completed successfully, with accelerators, experiments and computing performance
exceeding expectation
High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) approved by CERN’s Council June 2016
pp, ATLAS and CMS

29 fb-1

160 fb-1

Total integrated luminosity Run 2 √sNN ~ 5 TeV:
ALICE: ~ 1.3 nb-1
ATLAS, CMS: ~ 2.4 nb-1
Goal for Run 2 was ~1 nb-1

Run 1 + Run 2: ATLAS, CMS: ~189 fb-1 (goal was 150); LHCb: ~10 fb-1
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HL-LHC parameters and timeline

LS2 (2019-2020):





LHC Injectors Upgrade (LIU)
Civil engineering for HL-LHC equipment P1, P5
Installation of (part of) 11T Nb3Sn dipoles for HL-LHC
Phase-1 upgrade of LHC experiments

LS3 (2024-2026):
 HL-LHC installation
 Phase-2 upgrade of ATLAS and CMS

LIU will provide beams of intensity and brightness
needed by HL-LHC (2.3x1011 p/bunch, ε~ 2.1 μm)
Linac 4: 160 MeV HPSB: 1.4 2 GeV
PS: new injection and feedback systems
SPS: new 200 MHz RF system
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HL-LHC construction: magnets and civil engineering
5.5 m

5.5 m

Test of long (5.5 m) Nb3Sn dipole prototype

Cryo-assembly replacing one
15 m NbTi 8 T dipole with two
5.5 m Nb3Sn 11 T dipoles and
a collimator. Difficult R&D
 goal is to install at least one
(of two) cryo-assemblies in LS2

HL-LHC Civil Engineering work: > 1 km of new underground galleries, 10 new buildings
Excavation must be done in LS2 not to affect LHC operation. Work on schedule

Point 5

High-priority large-scale scientific projects (2)
d) CERN should undertake design studies for accelerator projects in a global context, with
emphasis on proton-proton and electron-positron high-energy frontier machines. These design
studies should be coupled to a vigorous accelerator R&D programme, including high-field
magnets and high-gradient accelerating structures, in collaboration with national institutes,
laboratories and universities worldwide.
CLIC continued R&D; project implementation plan submitted to this ESPP
FCC started in 2014  CDR submitted to this ESPP
In both cases:
-- Compelling physics case developed, excellent potential (Higgs, direct/indirect discoveries, etc.)
-- Detailed studies of machine layout and technical and civil infrastructure
-- Many technical challenges addressed by dedicated R&D; mature understanding of
remaining challenges and the path toward solution
-- Detector concepts developed
-- Global context: participating institutes from > 30 countries
Significant progress on superconducting magnets R&D and design, mainly within HL-LHC and FCC.
Efforts on SCRF intensified at CERN (HIE-ISOLDE cryomodules, HL-LHC crab cavities, etc.);
work on X-band warm accelerating structures within CLIC.
New acceleration concepts: AWAKE completed its first run
Strong collaborations and synergies in all these activities with labs and institutes in Europe
and beyond.

CLIC: multi-TeV e+e- linear collider

Since last ESPP: development of key technologies, progress towards demonstration of design parameters:
 100 MV/m accelerating structures with low breakdown rate
 two-beam acceleration scheme demonstrated (CTF3) up to 145 MV/m
 R&D on alignment and vibration stabilization systems
 reduction of energy consumption (optimisation ongoing for 1.5 and 3 TeV) and cost

Technically:
construction could
start in ~2026
(TDR in 2025)
 start operation at
√s=380 GeV in ~2035

1 ab-1

2.5 ab-1

5 ab-1

FCC: Future Circular Collider
HE-LHC

Also studied: HE-LHC: √s=27 TeV using FCC-hh
16 T magnets in LHC tunnel; L~1.6x1035  15 ab-1
for 20 years operation

Preliminary, purely technical schedule for
integrated programme (FCC-ee followed by
FCC-hh), assuming green light to
preparation work in 2020.

AWAKE
Advanced Proton Driven Plasma Wakefield Acceleration Experiment

Goal: proof-of-concept demonstration of new acceleration technique: 400 GeV p from SPS generate
strong EM fields in a 10 m plasma cell  injected e- beam accelerated in the wake of the p beam
camera
Laser
RF gun

eSPS
protons

spectrometer
dipole

10m Rubidium plasma

scintillator

quadrupoles

p

Laser
dump

Proton diagnostics
OTR, CTR, TCTR

protons

e- energy (GeV)

2018: first demonstration of p-driven e- acceleration: 20 MeV  2 GeV over 10 m
 corresponds to gradient of 200 MV/m
Next step (AWAKE Run 2): demonstrate ~ 1 GV/m gradient and e- beam emittance preservation
 towards the use of AWAKE beams for physics applications

Plasma density

High-priority large-scale scientific projects (3)
e) There is a strong scientific case for an electron-positron collider, …
The initiative from the Japanese particle physics community to host the ILC in Japan
is most welcome … Europe looks forward to a proposal from Japan to discuss a
possible participation.
Since the last ESPP, in Europe and at CERN:
 ILC-related activities continued, in particular building upon synergies with CLIC:
-- accelerators (beam dynamics, damping rings, beam delivery system, etc.)
-- detector design and R&D (e.g. Linear Collider Detector group at CERN and many efforts
in European countries).

 CERN-KEK cooperation agreements (e.g. accelerator studies at ATF KEK)
 CERN’s help for civil engineering and geological studies of tunnel layout in Japan

 ”Preparation plan for European participation in the ILC”, describing possible scientific and
industrial contributions of Europe to the ILC over a four-year preparatory phase, prepared
by E-JADE (Europe-Japan Accelerator Development Exchange Programme, H2020)
https://ilchome.web.cern.ch/sites/ilchome.web.cern.ch/files/ILC-EIPP.E-JADE.v2.12.20180703.pdf
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Latest news on ILC in Japan
Statement by MEXT (Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology) at ICFA
and LCB meetings on 7 March 2019 in Tokyo https://www.kek.jp/en/newsroom/2019/03/13/2100/
MEXT’s view in regard to ILC project, Executive Summary, March 7 2019
 Following the opinion of the SCJ, MEXT has not yet reached declaration for hosting
the ILC in Japan at this moment. The ILC project requires further discussion in formal
academic decision-making processes such as the SCJ Master Plan, where it has to be
clarified whether the ILC project can gain understanding and support from domestic
academic community.
 MEXT will pay close attention to progress and discussions of the European Strategy
for Particle Physics update.
 The ILC project has a certain significance in particle physics particularly in the precision
measurements of the Higgs boson, and has possibility in the technological advancement
and its effect on the local community, although the SCJ pointed out some concerns with
ILC project. Therefore, considering the above points, MEXT will continue to discuss
the ILC project with other governments while having an interest in the ILC project.

Master Plan of SCJ (Scientific Council of Japan) to be officially released May 2020

High-priority large-scale scientific projects (4)
f) CERN should develop a neutrino programme to pave the way for a substantial European role
in future long-baseline experiments. Europe should explore the possibility of major participation
in leading long-baseline neutrino projects in the US and Japan.

CERN Neutrino Platform established in 2014  became a project in 2016.
Today: ~ 90 European Institutions involved.
Main goals and activities:
 North Area extended to provide test beams and space for (big) detector prototypes
 Support to and participation in detector R&D and construction for projects with European
interest and expertise (e.g. prototypes for DUNE at LBNF in US; ND280 for T2K in Japan)
 CERN is building first of four cryostats for DUNE detector based on new (for HEP) technology
 Neutrino group set up in CERN EP Department in 2016 to carry out software and physics
activities in synergy with TH Department, and help enhance coherence of efforts in the European
community (e.g. providing forum for Near Detectors discussions and studies)
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Construction and test of DUNE prototypes at Neutrino Platform
Dual-phase proto-DUNE:
construction well advanced,
operation with cosmics starts
in the Summer

Proto-DUNE detectors:
11x11x11 m3 cryostat
~750 tons LAr each
1/20 of DUNE detector module

Single-phase proto-DUNE:
test-beam data recorded end
2018  excellent performance

APA3

APA2

APA1

Incident proton
(7GeV)

Head-on interaction
on neutron in Ar
High energy neutron
nucleus
interaction  multihadron production

Other essential scientific activities (1)
g) Europe should support a diverse, vibrant theoretical physics programme, ranging from
abstract to applied topics, in close collaboration with experiments and extending to
neighbouring fields such as astroparticle physics and cosmology. Such support should extend
also to high-performance computing and software development.
 Great progress since last ESPP in development of (NLO) MC generators and higher-order
calculations (e.g. Higgs production at N3LO, NNLO for 22 QCD processes) to match precision
of LHC (and other) data. Vibrant community in Europe, which also contributed significantly
to the study of future facilities. Crucial funding from H2020 (e.g. MCnet).
Note: strong support for theory is crucial for the future of the field: theoretical ideas have led to
ground breaking developments in the understanding of nature and have inspired many
experimental searches; MC developments and higher-order (signal and background) calculations
are fundamental for current and future projects  HEP theory should be supported in Universities
and labs and should be an integral part of planning for and funding of future colliders and other
projects.
 CERN TH Department is focal point for European theory community with intense activity of
TH Institutes. Attracts ~ 750-800 visitors/year. CERN is also hub for post-graduate training
programme preparing for jobs in European Universities and beyond (66 fellows in 2018).
Strong relations with and support to CERN experiments

 EuCAPT (European Centre for AstroParticle Theory): network of European institutions for
collaboration in astroparticle theory being established by APPEC.
CERN will be the central hub for initial 5-year period.
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Other essential scientific activities (2)
h) Experiments studying quark flavour physics, dipole moments, charged-lepton violation and
performing other precision measurements ... with neutrons, muons and antiprotons may give
access to higher energy scales than direct particle production ... They can be based in national
laboratories, with a moderate cost … Experiments in Europe with unique reach should be
supported, as well as participation in experiments in other regions of the world.

Discussed e.g. in the framework of LDG and ECFA plenary sessions.
Recognized Experiments @ CERN (REC): approved experiments from particle physics and
nearby disciplines (e.g. astroparticle) with substantial participation of CERN Member State
physicists. REC benefit from intellectual exchanges with scientists at CERN and, within available
CERN resources, from usage of computing, infrastructure for meetings, access to test beams
and laboratory equipment. Examples of REC: MEG, Mu3e, Belle-II.
Physics Beyond Colliders Study group set up in 2016 to explore compelling projects
complementary to high-energy colliders. Targeting mainly projects at CERN’s injectors, but looking
more broadly to projects that can be realised in other labs with CERN support (e.g. axion
searches).
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Physics Beyond Colliders (PBC)
Physics Beyond Colliders study group set up in 2016 to explore opportunities offered by CERN’s
accelerator complex and other scientific infrastructure to get insight into some of today’s outstanding
questions in particle physics through projects complementary to high-energy colliders
(i.e. projects requiring different types of beams and experiments) and other initiatives in the world.
Projects should exploit the uniqueness of CERN accelerator complex and infrastructure.

QCD measurements

Hidden sector with “beam dump”

COMPASS++, DIRAC++
NA61++, NA60++
Fixed target (gas, bending crystals) in ALICE and LHCb

NA64++ (e,μ)
NA62++
Beam Dump Facility at North Area (SHiP)
LDMX@eSPS
AWAKE++

Rare decays and precise measurements
KLEVER (K0L  π0𝜈𝜈)
TauFV@BDF: 𝜏  3μ
REDTOP (𝜂 decays)
MUonE (hadronic vacuum polarization for (g-2μ))
Proton EDM

Long-lived particles from LHC collisions
FASER, MATHUSLA, CODEX-b, milliQAN

Other proposed facilities:
𝛾-factory from Partially Stripped Ions; nuSTORM

Non-accelerator projects
Exploit CERN’s technology (RF, vacuum, magnets, optics, cryogenics) for
experiments possibly located in other labs.
E.g. axion searches: IAXO (helioscope), JURA (Light Shining through Wall)

 Comprehensive report
submitted to this ESPP
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Other essential scientific activities (3)
i) Detector R&D programmes should be supported strongly at CERN, national institutes,
laboratories and universities. Infrastructure and engineering capabilities for the R&D programme
and construction of large detectors, as well as infrastructures for data analysis, data preservation
and distributed data-intensive computing, should be maintained and further developed.
Detector R&D since last ESPP:
 Intense activities at CERN and Europe: generic R&D (e.g. AIDA/H2020 and CERN RDx projects)
and targeted (R&D for Phase-1 LHC detector upgrades completed, Phase-2 almost;
Linear Collider detectors; Neutrino Platform, etc.).
 Initiative launched by CERN’s EP Department in 2017 on strategic R&D for detectors at future
colliders and other facilities  report submitted to current ESPP, new funding in CERN’s MTP
 Review panel put in place by ECFA (covering R&D projects in particle and astroparticle )
 See talk by Francesco Forti

Software and computing since last ESPP:
 Very successful Run 2: coped well with larger-than-expected amount of data at high pile-up
 Conceptual, design and prototyping work to address the requirements of HL-LHC started.
Collaborations with close-by disciplines in broader framework of European Open Science
Cloud (e.g. recently approved H2020-ESCAPE project).
 “Community White Paper” by HEP Software Foundation addresses future SW requirements.
 See talk by Simone Campana

Note: crucial importance for the future of the field to recognize, through job and career opportunities,
the (young) people working on detector and software developments
 Dedicated WG established by ESG

Other essential scientific activities (4)
j) In the coming years, CERN should seek a closer collaboration with ApPEC on detector R&D
with a view to maintaining the community’ s capability for unique projects in this field.
Relations with astroparticle community broader than detector R&D:
 REC experiments include: AMS, Auger, Fermi, IceCube, ArDM, CTA, LIGO, VIRGO,
Km3Net, JUNO, SNO+, DarkSide 20k, etc.
 CERN offers test beams, irradiation facilities, equipment/support for specific tests
 CERN TH Institutes on astroparticle and cosmology; CERN is hub of new EuCAPT network
 Ongoing discussions and collaborations on CERN’s technologies (vacuum, cryogenics,
underground infrastructure, computing, etc.) of interest for astroparticle.
E.g. future computing: ESCAPE/H2020 project; agreement signed with SKA
 See talk by Teresa Montaruli

k) A variety of research lines at the boundary between particle and nuclear physics require
dedicated experiments. The CERN Laboratory should maintain its capability to perform unique
experiments. CERN should continue to work with NuPECC on topics of mutual interest.
 CERN has compelling programme in (or at the boundary with) nuclear physics: n_TOF,
ISOLDE (HIE upgrade completed since last ESPP), AD/ELENA, COMPASS, HI programme
(NA61, LHC)
 2017 NuPECC Long-Range Plan: CERN projects appear in all considered areas.
 In addition: ongoing collaborations (mainly on accelerator aspects) with GSI/FAIR, ESS, etc.
 See talk by Marek Lewitowicz

Dedicated WG established by ESG to discuss synergies and collaborations with nuclear
and astroparticle physics initiatives
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Organisational issues (1, 2)
l) CERN should be the framework within which to organise a global particle physics accelerator
project in Europe, and should also be the leading European partner in global particle physics
accelerator projects elsewhere. Possible additional contributions to such projects from CERN’s
Member and Associate Member States in Europe should be coordinated with CERN.
No such a global project yet, but good example from Neutrino Platform established to facilitate
and give coherence to European participation in US and Japan.
Governance of future global projects at CERN and modalities of CERN/Europe participation
in global projects outside CERN being discussed in a dedicated working group set up by
ESG  will provide input to Council
m) A MoU has been signed between CERN and the Europena Commission …. CERN and the
particle physics community should strengthen their relations with the European Commission in
order to participate further in the European Research Area.
 Examples of projects proposed by CERN + Member States and funded by EU since last ESPP:
e.g. EuroCirCol, ARIES, AIDA2020, Helix Nebula Science Cloud, mini-ATTRACT, etc.
 HL-LHC included in the 2016 ESFRI roadmap as Landmark Project
 Co-funding for training and mobility of people: e.g. COFUND fellows, E-JADE
 Strong contribution to ERA also through policy papers (EOSC, Sustainability of Research
Infrastructures, input to FP9, etc.) in particular within EIROforum.
 Annual meeting CERN-EC to review work plan.
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Organizational issues (3)
q) … periodic updates [of the stragey] at intervals of about five years are essential.
Updates should continue to be undertaken according to the principles applied at the present
occasion. The organisational framework for the Council Sessions dealing with European
Strategy matters and the mechanism for implementation and follow-up of the Strategy should
be revised in the light of the experience gained since 2006.
 Revision in CERN/3092/RA/Rev., “Proposal for a revised procedural framework for the
European Strategy for Particle Physics”  main conclusions:
- suppression of separate Strategy Session of Council;
- functions of strategy follow-up, previously assigned to Scientific Secretary, are now conferred
to DG  Strategy Secretary and Secretariat in place only during ESPP update process.
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Wider impact on society (1)
n) Outreach and communication in particle physics should receive adequate funding and be
recognised as a central component of the scientific activity. EPPCN and IPPOG should both
report regularly to the Council.
EPPCN (European Particle Physics Communications Network) brings together professional
communication officers from CERN Member States to coordinate and strengthen outreach and
communications activities, and develop common strategies in support of particle physics.
Over past years, increasing efforts to use CERN’s public visibility to support outreach and
communications activities in the Member States, with initiatives targeting the needs of the
various countries.
IPPOG (International Particle Physics Outreach Group) brings together physicists, educators
and communication specialists active in education and outreach for particle physics.
Flagship programme is International Particle Physics Masterclasses.
Since last ESPP: formal collaboration established (23 countries, 5 experiments and CERN).
Annual budget: 70 kCHF + in-kind support.
EPPCN and IPPOG report to Council in September each year
 See talk by Perrine Royole-Degieux

Note: importance of recognizing people devoting fraction of their time to education and outreach
Dedicated WG established by ESG to review existing structures and level of support, as well
as synergies with other fields

Wider impact on society (2)
p) CERN, together with national funding agencies, institutes, laboratories and universities,
should continue supporting and further develop coordinated programmes of education
and training.

CERN education and training programmes, in cooperation with Institutions mainly in the
Member States, expanded significantly since last ESPP.
In 2018 CERN trained ~1700 young people (~1260 in 2013); from ~570 to ~840 fellows.
CERN co-organises schools of physics, accelerators, instrumentation and computing in
Europe, Latin America, Asia and Africa
Beam-Line-For-Schools and S’Cool Lab started in 2014
New project for education of the general public started in 2018: Science Gateway.

1701 young people
trained at CERN in 2018

CERN’s Science Gateway
A new facility for scientific education and outreach targeting the general public of all ages (from
5 years up). It will include exhibitions, hands-on experiments for children and school students,
immersive spaces, and a 900-seater auditorium (divisible, multi-functional, easily re-configurable) for
experiments’ collaboration meetings, HEP and other scientific conferences, public lectures and
panel debates. Aim at 300 000 to 1 M visitors/year (today’s CERN capacity: ~ 135 000 visitors).

Globe

B33

It will be housed in an iconic building complex designed by architect Renzo Piano.
Construction will start in 2020 and (hopefully) be completed in 2022.
It will be entirely realised with donations (~ 60 MCHF secured so far out of total cost of 79 MCHF ).
It will expand significantly opportunities of collaboration on educational and outreach programmes
with CERN’s Member States and beyond

Wider impact on society (3)
o) HEPTech should pursue and amplify its efforts and continue reporting regularly to the Council
HEPTech (High-Energy Physics Technology Transfer network) brings together European
institutions (laboratories, funding agencies, universities) active in particle, astroparticle and
nuclear physics. Goal is to enhance technology transfer from physics research to society.
Focus has been on fostering interactions between research and industry through Academic
Industrial Matching Events organized in various Member States (~ 20 events since last ESPP).
HEPTech is currently undergoing restructuring: lighter governance and administration, rotating
leadership (GSI in 2019-2020), streamlined activities, enhanced relations with CERN KT Forum.
Note: KT Forum brings together CERN with Member and Associate Member States to
provide coherent strategy and coordination of KT activities (including medical applications).

HEPTech reports to Council in September each year.
Dedicated WG established by ESG to review existing structures and discuss future goals
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Conclusions

The implementation of the 2013 European Strategy update is well advanced, with
great progress on many (new) projects and activities, as reflected also in the vast
input submitted to the current update.
The strong partnership between CERN and Laboratories, Universities and Institutes
across Europe is a key ingredient of this success.
Excellent collaborations also beyond Europe.
The developments and progress since 2013, together with the physics landscape
emerging from the LHC and other facilities, provide the foundations for the
new update.
Our community can be very proud of these accomplishments, as we start a new
round of the strategy discussions.
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